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                                    About Us

                                    Building Trust through Testing 

									Since 1984

									
                                

                                
									Established in 1984, Under the leadership of Mr. V. K. Selva Kumar for more than 3 decades, has become a trusted testing laboratory for innumerable clients. We are a very well established company located in Guindy, Chennai, with a state-of-the-art development center, which is constantly developed & updated with the latest Technology also provides high quality on site services.

                        
                    

                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        Our Mision

                                    

                                    
                                        Our mission to respond to industry needs for analytical services with diversified interests dedicated to the services with environmental consciousness.

                                    

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        Our Service

                                    

                                    
                                        For a full understanding of our services, we encourage you to visit our laboratory. Our technical staff will be glad to give you a personal tour & discuss your testing requirements.

                                    

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        Our Vision

                                    

                                    
                                        To continuously strive to achieve highest standards of quality analytical services in the concurrence with client’s expectations on a professionally cost effective manner.
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                Ayush & Herbal Drugs & products and raw materials
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Food & Agricultural Products
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Nutrition Labelling
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Shelf life study
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Pesticides Residues & contaminants
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Packing material overall migration test
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Health Nutritional Supplements
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Marine / Aquaculture food products
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Tea Testing
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Animal Foods & Feeds and Feeding stuffs
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Water Testing 
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Microbiological Testing 
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Pollution & Environmental Testing 
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Heavy metals(RoHS / ELV ) Testing 

				

				
			

		

			

	
		
			Material Testing Services
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Metals & Alloys
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					Mechanical Testing & Micro structure examination
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Corrosion Testing
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Rubber, Plastic and their Products , paint testing
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Civil - Building Materials testing (Non-Nabl)

				

				
			

		

					
				
			

		

	
	
	
		
		

							
		



	
            

            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                
                                Why Choose Us

                            

                            Our excellent team is ready to be part of your team to work into the different areas.
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Customer Support
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Lab Technician Team
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                                                Major accreditations and approvals

                                                We are a NABL certified laboratory, with major approvals like FSSI, APEDA, EIC, BIS, GATA etc., 
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                                                Professionals

                                                With 3 laboratories in Chennai, Bimavaram, Erode and 12 collection centers. Our network of professionals serve round the clock for you. 
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                                                Years of Experience

                                                Established in 1984, Under the leadership of Mr. V. K. Selva Kumar for more than 3 decades, has become a trusted testing laboratory for innumerable clients. 
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                                                Clientele

                                                Since 1984 with a humble beginning , starting with the field of metallurgy we have served thousands of clients, thus, contributing towards the quality of products they make. 
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                               Fabulous Services. Good quality metal, gold, Nutrition services in India. Thanks for quick response from me.

                                
                                     

                                        - Ramana Maharshi

                                    

                                

                            

                        

					                   
                        
                            
                               Terrific Services. Very quick response from mettexlab. Gold, water Testing services are very good.

                                
                                     

                                        - Prasanna Kranthi

                                    

                                

                            

                        

					                   
                        
                            
                               Good service provider in Material Lab testing and it us NABL accredited also.

                                
                                     

                                        - Mahesh Prajapati

                                    

                                

                            

                        

					                   
                        
                            
                               Latest facility for Water, metal.Air,Food testing.

                                
                                     

                                        - Jayaraman Palanisamy

                                    

                                

                            

                        

					                   
                        
                            
                               Great service and customer satisfaction

                                
                                     

                                        - Amit Sharma

                                    

                                

                            

                        

					                   
                        
                            
                               Testing of food and agricultural products.							Testing of pollution^s and environment, Testing all type^s of Water.
Good services by Chennai Mettex Lab.
									Thank you for services.

                                
                                     

                                        - Amit Sharma

                                    

                                

                            

                        

					                   
                        
                            
                               Good work commitments. Correct response from the customers. They give correct values for gold, metal, water, rubbar, food, fruit, nutrition and oil testing labs. I seen complete work testing process in the Mettexlab. It is great experience to me. I refer to good customers mettexlab. Thanks I love you.....

                                
                                     

                                        - Venkat Ramana

                                    

                                

                            

                        

					                   
                        
                            
                               Good responsible and fast reacting team I have seen. Customers urgency and requirements are understood properly by the team peoples and provide their best services on times. I thank to them for their timely service. I appreciate for their additional efforts (testing team) for doing the service to take decision in our critical situations.

                                
                                     

                                        - Yogaraj Velautham

                                    

                                

                            

                        

					                   
                        
                            
                               Delightful Services mettexlab. If we want any services like metal, food, water, chemical immediately call to mettexlab. That much like to their services. Good testing labs in india..

                                
                                     

                                        - Arjun Samrudh
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						Drop Your Queries

						Please fill out this form, Our Team will contact you shortly.... 
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                                Chennai Mettex LAB is a leading testing laboratory, providing testing solutions to its numerous clients for over 3 decades. Established in 1984, Under the leadership of Mr. V. K. Selva Kumar for more than 3 decades, has become a trusted testing laboratory for innumerable clients.

                            

                            
                                	
	
	
	


                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Collection Office

                            
                                Tamilnadu , Chennai | Erode | Namakkal | Madurai | Coimbatore | Puducherry | Pondicherry | 
Maharastra, Mumbai | Navi Mumbai |
 Karnataka, Bengaluru.
                            

                            
                                Laboratories : Chennai, Erode , Bheemavaram
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                            	Make Appointments
	About Us
	Testing Service
	Scope of Accreditation
	Certificates
	Careers


                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Contact Us

                            	No.83, M.K.N. Road, Jothi Complex, Guindy, 
Chennai - 600 032. Tamilnadu, India.

	Phone

									+91 98411 37087, 

									+91-44-2232 3163

									+91-44-4217 9490
								
	Email

								 support@mettexlab.com
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